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SC06 The International Conference
for High Performance Computing,






















Seymour CRAY Award(1997 )















































T2K open supercomputing alliance,
, , ,




BLUEGENE/L IBM 280.60 131072
( )
Red storm CRAY 101.40 26554
( )
3 BGW IBM 91.29 40960
(IBM )
4 ASC Purple IBM 75.76 12208
( )
5 MareNostrum IBM 62.63 10240
( )








Interconnect Routing and MPI and communication
Scheduling MPI Tools and Performance
Scalable System Software Studies
Grid allocation and reservation Grid Applications
Grid Networks and Portals Grid Scheduling and Protocols
Grid Resource Management Data Management and Query
Imaging and Visual Analysis Biology
Molecular Dynamics Particles and Continuum






See you next year in Reno, at
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